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SMALL, but possibly significant, insight into our- 
selves as others see us is to be obtained in reading 
an account of Fidel Castro’s reaction to the news 

that the American President had been murdered, 
He was, of course, deeply concerned with the nature of 

Phis new adversat —Lyndon B. Johnson. Writing in the cur- 
“vent New Republic, Jean Daniel, who was with Castro when 
Fhe heard of Mr. Kennedy's assassination, reports that the Cu- 
fban dictator asked: 

“Who is Lyndon Johnson? What is his reputation? What 
were his relations with Kennedy? With Khrushchev? What 
was his position at the time of the attempted invasion of 
Cuba?” 

Then: “What authority does he exercise over the CIA?” 
Shielded as they ave from the realities of life mericans 

are easy to placate and reassure on the score of such cloudy 
Forzanisms as the Central Intelligence Agency. Not so, how- 
Fever, are sophisticated) foreigners, particular y foreigners 
ragninst whom. the CLA is Waging war. Castro falls within 
‘this category. 

d The unlikely figure of Norodom Sihanouk of Camhodia 
's another alien princeling whose thoughts are much with the 

dowy spooks of the CLA. So much so, indeed, that he 
ned off the U.S. foreign aid spigot that had poured $355 
lion into his country, chucked out the U.S. aid mission and 
military advisers, and may have condemned his country 

vine gravitational lure of Communist China—all because he 
Leved the CIA was as: sting rebels seeking to overthrow 
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It is possible to reject the maunderings of such as Si- 
uk and Castro, But it is not so easy to turn aside epi- 
such as a conversation with an American official of 

vrank (and immense personal prestige) who was at the 
» stationed in the Far East. We had been talking about 

jae CLA, when he said: 
“I have Q security clearance, which is the ighest any- 

¢ can have, and I thought I pretty much Knew what was 
ing on. But I have been appalled by what I've seen here. I 

seriously question whether President Kennedy himself has 
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Castro’s question, then, is perhaps not so foolish as it 
ht first appear to be. 
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/ among others, and it is clear now that some of the ad- 
he obtained was poorly considered, 
Tf he had had any idea of the tremendoris CTA psychosis 

‘that is abroad in the world today, he most certainty would 
snot have named Allen W. Dulles to the extraordinary com. 

sion. Dulles headed the CHA for eight years, a tenure 
pWwhich spanned sueh dismat ‘episodes as the U-2 incident and 
ithe Bay of Pigs disaster, and he now seems bent on spending 
his declining vears as apologist without portfolio for the huge, 

fbumbling espionage apparatus, 
What the meaning of Dulles’ appointment is, no one out- 

side t White House knows, But whatever the final judg- 
tof the commission is. it will be looked Upon as a prod. wtoat least in part. of Dulles’ thoueht processes, conditioned 

exes and rigidly: [notions of wiat is the publie’s bus 
ness and what isn't. 

In the eves of foreigners, indeed, Dulles’ role in the ver- 
of the commission will loom larger than life size. He is 

member of the commission with the ex eption of 
stice Warren! who is widely Known abroad. He js known, 

meareover, the dean of American spies. Eis appointment 
ion was not an act designed to reassure those 

ns- of world opinion that are tet ‘bly concerned and 
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Wfrichtened over what the true significance of the Kennedy 
ination may 


